Welcome to Nelephant - Casa

We have two Casa
classrooms; each
serving children
ages 3-6 years old.

Both classrooms are the same. They
each have qualified staff, the same ages
of children and have the full range of
Montessori materials neatly organized
into the different areas of the room.

1- Practical Life
2- Sensorial
3- Math

4- Language
5- Culture

Let’s take a look around!

Practical Life
Activities

In this area children begin to develop their focus and concentration as
well as many fine motor skills. They learn to care for themselves,
others and the environment through activities such as pouring,
squeezing a sponge, sewing, polishing and watering plants. They also
have lessons in Grace and Courtesy including common manners,
greetings, food preparation and serving.

W~hy Art
~and P~ractical
Life ~are ~so
~important!

Sensorial
Activities

In this area children work with activities that help develop and refine
the five senses: seeing, hearing, touching, tasting, and smelling. They
learn concepts related to size, shape, form and colour. This area also
lays the foundation for their later work in the Math area. One of the
first activities they work with is the beautiful Pink Tower.

“W~hen ~we ~educate ~the ~senses, ~we
~are ~not ~trying ~to ~make ~the ~child
~see ~better, ~we ~are ~helping ~the ~child
~to ~know ~what ~the ~eye ~sees.”
- Maria Montessori

Math Activities

In this area the children are introduced to numbers. They
start with numbers 0-9 learning first the quantity, then
the symbols and then how to combine them. Then they
learn teens and tens as well as begin to explore the
decimal system. Eventually they even learn how to do 4digit addition and subtraction and linear counting to 1000
– all with beautiful hands-on materials.

“Great creations come from
the mathematical mind,
so we must always consider
all that is mathematical
as a means of mental
development.”
- Maria Montessori

Language
Activities

Children are in a sensitive period for language from birth until approximately age six. In our
classrooms, children's oral language is enriched through classification cards, labelling classroom
equipment, I-spy games, songs, poems and stories. Many materials offered in the Montessori
classroom serve as preparation for both reading and writing. Once children have strengthened their
hands using various equipment in the Practical Life and Sensorial areas, they are ready to further
their writing skills with the help of Sandpaper Letters and Metal Insets. These provide inputs
through their sense of touch and strengthens their ability to control a pencil. In a Montessori
classroom, reading is initially taught using the phonetic sounds of the alphabet. After the child has
strengthened their knowledge of these sounds, they begin to blend 3 sounds together to make
words and the reading process continues from there.

“Language ~is ~the ~most
~powerful ~instrument ~of ~human
~progress.”
- Maria Montessori

Cultural
Activities

This area includes activities in history, geography, biology (which
includes zoology and botany), science, music and art. Children learn
all about the world around them. They learn the continents and
countries of the world, explore science experiments and discover so
much wonderful information about plants and animals, as well as
many cultural celebrations from around the world.

We spend time playing and
learning outside each day.

When children are feeling overwhelmed, frustrated, too silly or tired, they are
encouraged to take some time at the Peace Table or in the library.

Children have snack and
lunch in their classrooms.
Catered lunch is an option, however
snacks are provided from home.

Both classrooms have child sized washrooms right inside the
room, allowing for easy access, independence and appropriate
supervision.

Frequently Asked Questions
1- How many children are in the class?
• We can have a maximum of 24 children in each classroom. We try to have a good mix of 3, 4 and 5-year-olds in each class.
2- How many teachers are in the class?
• We follow a 1:8 ratio. For every 8 children, there is 1 teacher. Our staff are all either Montessori trained or Registered Early Childhood Educators or
equivalent.
3- What time is drop off/pick up?
• Drop off is between 8:30 and 9 am. Pick up is between 12:15 and 12:20 for half-day children (extended for the 2021/22 school year due to Covid
protocols) and between 3:30 and 4 pm for full-day children.
4- Can my child attend part time?

• Because we are a CCMA accredited school, we require all children to attend 5 days a week. You can choose between 5 full-days or 5 mornings.
5- Does my child have to nap?
• All first-year children are required to have a rest in the afternoon. Children can sleep or rest quietly on their cot for about an hour.
6- Are you open all year?
• Our school follows the school year calendar. Therefore, our main intake is in September and January (if spaces are available). We are closed for statutory
holidays, 2 weeks for winter break, a week for March break as well as for the months of July and August. Teachers also have a handful of dedicated
professional development days throughout the year.
7- How much does it cost?
• More information about tuition costs can be found on our website http://nelephant.ca/for-parents/

A letter from our Board of Directors
Nelephant Montessori School is a not-for-profit Parent Co-Operative (Co-Op) that was founded in 1971. The Parent Co-Operative model asks for
active participation of parents in order to enrich the Nelephant experience. The Administration and Teaching Staff of Nelephant do such a wonderful job of
caring for and educating our children and as parent members, we support their work by participating in the other vital aspects of the school’s governance.
The Parent Co-Operative model at Nelephant is a partnership between the professional Montessori educators and the engaged parent body. The
crucial part of this symbiotic relationship is the active participation of ALL of our parents. As members of the Nelephant Parent Co-Op you:
•

have one vote (per family) at the bi-annual general meeting of the members (held once in both fall and spring terms);

•

actively participate on one of three committees - fundraising, social, marketing - based on your interests, skill set and or previous experience*;

•

help to support the vibrant and engaged community around and the school by attending social and fundraising committee events;

•

are able to volunteer as a member of the board of directors (if there are vacancies) to help with the governance of the co-operative;

•

pay all tuition fees on time as scheduled to continue to be considered a member in good standing.

Nelephant Montessori is more than just a school - it is a caring family community. As Nelephant Parents, we need the participation and active
engagement of every parent in order to support the work being done in the classroom. If you have any questions on the Parent Co-Operative model or
how you can do your part for the school, please do not hesitate to contact a member of the Nelephant Parent Co-Operative Board of Directors.
*It is possible to give a “Maintenance Donation” of $275 if you are unable to participate in these committees.

More Questions?
Contact Jodi Sproule (Head of School)
Please email: jodi@nelephant.ca

Want to join our waitlist?
Please complete this form:

https://form.jotform.com/202105445665047

